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A simulation experiment for three-dimensional~3D! imaging of exogenous fluorescinated antibod-
ies that specifically bind to infiltrating lymphocytes in minor salivary glands was carried out. Small
~;1 mm3 volume! rhodamine targets, which mimic diseased minor salivary glands labeled with
fluorescent antibodies to infiltrating lymphocytes in Sjo”gren’s syndrome, were embedded in a
highly scattering tissue phantom consisting of a thick Delrin™ disk covered by index matched
Delrin™ slabs of various thickness. In this way the variation of fluorescence profiles on the surface
of tissue could be examined corresponding to the range of depths of the salivary glandsin vivo.
Surface images were obtained for different target depths and radial distances from laser excitation
to target fluorophore. These images were analyzed and compared to calculations based on random
walk theory in turbid media, using previously determined scattering and absorption coefficients of
the Delrin™. Excellent agreement between the surface profiles experimentally measured and those
predicted by our random walk theory was obtained. Derivation of these theoretical expressions is a
necessary step toward devising an inverse algorithm which may have the potential expressions to
perform 3D reconstruction of the concentration distribution of fluorescent labels within tissue.
© 1998 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~98!01906-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate, simple, and reliable techniques are needed to
form sensitive and specificin vivo determinations of abnor
malities within a given tissue. When successful, noninvas
‘‘optical biopsies’’ might replace invasive, destructive bio
sies, providing advantages of smaller sampling errors
reduction in cost and time for diagnosis. Moreover, the
techniques could integrate simultaneous diagnosis
therapy in ‘‘image and treat’’ procedures, and over time
follow the progression of disease or its regression in
sponse to therapy~e.g., pharmaceutical!.

Extensive research has been undertaken on noninva
optical ~visible and infrared! spectroscopic imaging of tissu
for tomography, clinical screening, and monitoring of phy
ological parameters and metabolic status.1,2 These techniques
can add functional imaging modalities to density imagin
while avoiding ionizing radiation hazards. Differentiation b
tween normal and diseased tissue may be based on d
ences between the optical properties of normal and dise
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tissue, or those of specific labels targeting pathologies. S
eral technologically critical elements are required to devis
clinically useful imaging system. These include adequate
tected intensity~i.e., signal-to-noise ratio!, resolution of the
target, and most important, specificity, which is critical f
definitive diagnosis.

Tissue surface imaging has been very successful in
viding high precision clinical imagesin vivo. However,
strong scattering of light by virtually all tissues makes it ve
difficult to image optically beyond the most superficial laye
Confocal microscopy allows effective rejection of signa
arising outside of the selected image plane at depths
which multiple scattering of light by overlying layers is no
too great.3 Imaging a number of sequential planes with co
focal microscopy enables one to reconstruct thr
dimensional~3D! structures within cells and transparent ti
sues. However, at depths greater than 200mm in most
tissues, out-of-plane diffuse light overwhelms the ima
from a selected plane, resulting in a loss of contrast a
1139„7…/1139/6/$10.00 © 1998 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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1140 Gannot et al. : Optical simulations of a noninvasive technique 1140
resolution. This problem in which the ability to achieve ne
essary intensity at focal spots falls rapidly with increas
depths is also encountered in two-photon excitation.4 More-
over, interferometric techniques, such as optical cohere
tomography, which have been used for 3D imaging of ba
scattered light~though not fluorescence! in the eye or skin,
also suffer from multiple scattering which blurs the imag
coming from deeper than 1 mm in tissue.5 The latter can be
considered as the average depth at which the direction o
photons is randomized, and after which the photons ent
diffusionlike regime and therefore experience large disp
sion in their path lengths. The direct effect of such dispers
is a loss of resolution of an embedded target within the
sue. Although new techniques of time-gated imaging a
optical coherence tomography can dramatically incre
resolution in turbid tissue by limiting path length dispersio
these techniques are exquisitely sensitive to scattering
tenuation (1/ms;100mm). For example, time-resolved tran
sillumination techniques can enhance the resolution by
cording those photons which arrive earliest at the dete
and hence whose paths deviate least from the optical
~connecting the source and the detector!.6,7 However, cur-
rently, optical imaging of deep tissue structures leads to re
lutions significantly poorer than those attainable with co
peting techniques based on x rays,8 which have proven to be
powerful noninvasive diagnostic imaging methods based
weakly specific contrast coupled with high spatial resolut
~due to low scatter cross sections!. In contrast, the success o
any noninvasive, visible or near-IR optical imaging tec
nique must rely on dramatic increases in the specificity
signals arising from abnormal regions embedded in oth
wise normal tissue which can compensate for the inhe
loss of resolution for deeper structures. Specific intrinsic
tical labels have been shown to be used to distinguish
tween normal and abnormal tissues. For example, autofl
rescence associated with metabolic status of cells has
used as markers of disease.9–11 This approach has led t
limited success in tissue surface imaging, e.g., in the de
tion of Human Papilloma Virus on the surface of th
cervix.12 For deep tissue imaging, complicating factors, su
as background fluorescence and multiple scattering, m
the quantitation of such fluorescent signals very difficult.

Advances in molecular biology of diseased processe13

new immunohistopathological techniques, and the deve
ment of specific fluorescently labeled cell surface mark
have led a revolution in specific molecular diagnosis of d
ease by histopathology as well as in research on molec
origins of disease processes~e.g., using fluorescence micro
copy in cell biology!. In transparent living preparations
these fluorescent molecular probes have been usedin vitro
for high resolution studies of cell surface dynamics and
ternal cell activity using confocal or near field microscop
These advances in specific fluorescent molecular probes
gested to us the possibility of developing specific and qu
titative noninvasive diagnosis of tissue changes if appro
ate in vivo fluorescence imaging techniques can
developed that are clinically practical. Unlike this previo
in vitro work, quantitation of fluorophore concentratio
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 1
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deeper than 1 mm below the tissue surface requires a t
retical framework which describes photon path dispers
within the tissue.

From the above discussion, clinically practical fluore
cence imaging techniques must meet several requireme
First, the pathology under investigation must not lie at
depth where the attenuation of the signal gives poor sig
to-noise ratio and resolvability. Second, the specificity of
marker must be high enough so that one can clearly dis
guish between normal and abnormal lesions. Finally, o
must have a robust image reconstruction algorithm wh
enables one to quantify the fluorophore concentration a
given depth.

We have chosen Sjo”gren’s syndrome~SS!,14–17 as an ap-
propriate test case for developing this noninvasive opt
biopsy based on 3D localization of exogenous, specific fl
rescent labels. SS is an autoimmune disease affecting m
salivary glands which are near~0.5–3.0 mm below! the oral
mucosal surface. Therefore the target pathology is relativ
accessible to noninvasive optical imaging. The hydrau
conductivity of the oral mucosa is relatively high, whic
along with the relatively superficial location of the mino
salivary glands makes topical application and significant
beling of diseased glands with large fluorescent molecu
easier to accomplish. We have shown inin vitro labeling
studies on tissues containing minor salivary glands that
fluorescent ligands~e.g., fluorescinated antibodies specific
CD14 T cells18–20 activated lymphocytes infiltrating the
salivary glands bind specifically to the infiltrating cells, pr
viding high contrast and a quantitative relationship to th
concentration~and therefore to the stage of the disease p
cess!. The signal must be higher than background autofl
rescence. This background may be further reduced both
spectral isolation from the signal and by using a scann
laser system with deconvolution of multiple images.

We have been developing the random walk theo
~RWT!21,22 upon which our deconvolution methods will b
based and in Sec. II present the results of these calculat
Devising a robust inverse algorithm requires further inve
gations which are not discussed in the present paper.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

This feasibility study simulatedin vivo tissue optics in a
Delrin™ phantom with a corrected scattering coefficient
roughly ms852 mm21 as shown in Fig. 1. Embedde
rhodamine piece targets of;1 m l volume placed into 1-mm-
diam ~size of the minor salivary glands! holes simulate lo-
calized dense nests of fluorescently labeled lymphocytes
filtrating diseased minor salivary glands. These filled ho
were covered with a thin index matching g
~ECHOSINE™—Ultrasound transmission gel! and then Del-
rin™ slabs ~1–6 mm thick! to simulate various depths o
fluorescent labels within tissue. The phantom was scan
across its surface with a 30 mW argon laser beam~488 nm!
allowing a series of fluorescence images to be obtained
laser excitation at different radial distances from the fluo
phore. The digitized two-dimensional~2D! images of the ex-
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1141 Gannot et al. : Optical simulations of a noninvasive technique 1141
cited fluorescence were acquired through a high pass fi
with a 3 dB point set between the exciting wavelength a
the emission wavelength by a computer controlled char
coupled device~CCD! camera. Another filter was attached
the CCD surface to attenuate the high brightness of the
flectance of the laser from the surface. Exposure time of
camera was set to cover the whole dynamic range~16 bits! of
the camera for each depth. Combinations of distances
tween excitation location~0–10 mm! and target depths~1–6
mm!, varied in 1 mm steps, resulted in 66 different imag
performed under the same environmental conditions~light,
temperature, and humidity!. Using the image processing sof
ware package NIH Image™~see http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih
image/ for further information and downloading!, images
were reduced to the 8 most significant bits. An image o
diffuse medium with uniform illumination provided calibra
tion of each pixel in the image system and was used to
rect the actual images. This process eliminates the effec
nonlinearities of the imaging system.

An example of surface emission image~converted into a
contour plot! of a fluorophore embedded at 1 mm depth a
3 mm distance from the laser source~marked on the image!

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for the simulation of optical diffusion within t
oral mucosa of the lip and excitation of fluorescently labeled antibod
binding to the embedded, diseased minor salivary glands.

FIG. 2. Surface emission image of standard fluorophore located 1 mm
and 3 mm from the laser source after correction.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 1
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is shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 the image obtained for a flu
rophore at 3 mm depth and 5 mm distance from the sourc
also shown. From these plots, one can immediately see
the image obtained from the deeper fluorophore is shallo
than that obtained from the more superficial one. This s
gests that the depth information is hidden in the shape of
images as will be shown later. It is not possible to infer t
depth and hence the concentration of the fluorophore s
from a single 2D image. In order to predict the actual 3
distribution of the fluorophores, one needs a theoretical
velopment which describes the photon paths inside the tis
and its interactions with the fluorescent site at a given de
The theoretical analysis used for data analysis is based on
theory of lattice random walk~for detailed derivation see
Ref. 24!. In this paper, we describe the general description
the model and the final result which will be used sub
quently for data analysis.

A schematic drawing describing a photon path is sho
in Fig. 4. A typical path can be divided in three process
First, a photon at the excitation wavelength penetrates in
tissue to a pointr 0 before becoming diffusely scattered, the

s

ep

FIG. 3. Surface emission image of standard fluorophore located 3 mm d
and 5 mm from the laser source after correction.

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of a typical photon path involved in a diffu
fluorescent process. The photon is able to recirculate through the flu
phore sitek times before producing an emitted photon, which is detected
the surface.
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1142 Gannot et al. : Optical simulations of a noninvasive technique 1142
it travels within the tissue in a diffusionlike process. Th
the photon reaching a fluorophore may be absorbed and
emitted with a longer wavelength with some probability.
the photon is not absorbed by the fluorophore, it is free
migrate further and later return to the fluorescent site a r
dom number of times. The probability of fluorescent em
sion from an absorbing fluorophore is determined by
quantum efficiency of the fluorophore. Although, in th
original derivation, our model included explicitly the finit
lifetime of the fluorophore, because our measurement u
cw light, the effect of the lifetime is included in the quantu
efficiency. Finally, the fluorescent photon moves from t
fluorophore to the tissue surface subjected to the diffus
like process, though at the emission wavelength.

The parameters which govern this diffuse fluorescent p
ton migration are:mai5absorption coefficient of the excita
tion wavelength,mae5absorption coefficient of the emissio
wavelength, msi85scattering coefficient of the excitatio
wavelength, mse8 5scattering coefficient of the emissio
wavelength,r5(x0 ,y0,0)—detection location at the tissu
surface,s5(xf ,yf ,zf) location of the fluorophore~voxel
containing the fluorophore!, h5probability of exciting the
fluorophore~;maf , fluorescence absorption!, F5quantum
efficiency of the fluorophore~here it is close to 1!.

The final expression for detected fluorescent intensity
the tissue surface is

Ĝ~mai ,mae,msi8 ,mse8 x,yf ,zf ,x0 ,y0 ,h,!

}
@H~a1 ,b1!2H~a1 ,b2!2H~a2 ,b1!1H~a2 ,b2!#* h

@11h~11 1
8~3/p!!3/2(k51

` exp~22k~mai /mae!!2h#

3Fe2mae, ~1!

where

H~a,b!5
1

Aab
expF22SAaS mai

msi
D1AbS mae

mse8
D D G

~2!

and

a1,25
3
4@xf

21yf
21~zf6z0!2#~msi8 !2, ~3!

b1,25
3
4[(x2x0)21(y2y0)21zf1z06z0)2](mse8 )2, ~4!

where

z05&@msi,e8 #21. ~5!

III. RESULTS

In order to compare our theoretical findings with the a
tual experiments, we measured the optical properties of
Delrin slabs at the incident and emission wavelengths us
an integrating spheres method.23 In this method the tota
transmission and total reflection of the slabs with kno
thickness were measured, and using an inverse algor
based on RWT, the optical parametersma andms8 were de-
rived. The results of these calculations yield:mai

50.008 mm21, mae50.004 mm21, msi851.6 mm21, mse8
52.7 mm21.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 1
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Using MATHCAD™, horizontal line scans passing throug
the maximum of intensity for each image, for five distanc
between source and fluorophore locations~1, 3, 5, 7, and 9
mm!, were analyzed using our RWT. An example of the
profile curves, for fluorophores located at 3 mm depth,
shown in Fig. 5. As seen in Fig. 5, the highest peak value
obtained for the nearest fluorophore~1 mm! to the excitation
source and lowest one for the remote fluorophore~9 mm!.
Our theory predicts that for fluorophores located at a giv
depth, the shape of their center-line scan profiles should
the same.

The emission profiles, shown in Fig. 5, are normaliz
and shifted to the same location and are shown in Fig
These results show that all normalized emission profiles
fluorophores located at the same depth have similar shap
Fig. 6, results~the dotted line! of the theoretical calculations
of the expression given in Eq.~1!, using the optical param
eters of the slab at the incident and emission waveleng

FIG. 5. Fluorescent emission profiles detected at the surface for a 13

fluorophore located at a depth of 3 mm in the Delrin™ slab. Radial sep
tion of laser spot and fluorophore is indicated for each curve. The horizo
slices selected contain the laser spot~pixel 148! and fluorescence intensity
peak.

FIG. 6. Comparison of theoretical predictions with measured normali
shapes of fluorescent emission profiles. Surface images were of a flu
phore located at a depth of 3 mm in the Delrin™ slab~as in Fig. 3!. Ac-
cording to theory, the radial separation of the laser and fluorophore aff
intensity but not the shape of the surface emission profiles. The norma
horizontal slices of the images have been translated to exhibit peak valu
pixel 70 for comparison of shapes.
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1143 Gannot et al. : Optical simulations of a noninvasive technique 1143
and the depth of the fluorophores site, are also shown.
theory shows a reasonable correlation with experimenta
sults. The same procedure was repeated for other depth
fluorophores and the same good correlation was obtai
We also compared theoretical predictions with experime
results for the ratio of intensities from pairs of fluorophor
embedded at different depths. The good correlation betw
theory and experiment for fluorophores of 3 and 4 mm de
is shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8, we compare the experimental and theoret
falloff of peak fluorescent intensity in the surface image w
increasing distance in thexy plane between the point of lase
irradiation and the fluorophore. The good correlation fou
from these comparisons between experiments and theore
predictions~Figs. 6–8!, allows us to infer that the shapes
image profiles can be used to determine the depth of em
ded fluorophores. The magnitude and position of the int
sity peak can then be related to the local concentration
fluorophores at that depth and its 2D location. Ultimately,
hope to devise a complete inverse method utilizing a se
of images which allows 3D reconstruction of fluoropho
concentration in tissues noninvasively.

To validate these results further, we performed the ab
described experiments again, but this time used a pow
mixture of rhodamine particles and scattering material
simulate more precisely thein vivo situation. We have col-
lected the same number of images and performed the s
calculations and again received a good agreement betw
theoretical and experimental results. A representative gr
is shown in Fig. 9, where the comparison between two em
sion profiles of solid rhodamine and the ground rhodami
Delrin mixture, both at a depth of 5 and 5 mm from excit
tion location, are presented. In this case the two profiles h
fairly similar shapes.

IV. SUMMARY

Our RWT analytical expressions accurately predict int
sity distributions in surface fluorescence images obtaine
a laser is scanned over the surface of highly scattering p
toms containing focal fluorescent inclusions. Therefore
appears possible to use these theoretical expressions a
basis for inversion techniques to reconstruct fluoroph

FIG. 7. Ratio of surface intensities for fluophores embedded 3 and 4
deep: --- experiment’s results; ––– theory results.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 1
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source localization and strength. Our next step will be p
forming experiments with sets of two or more fluorophor
with various separations and applying specific invers
techniques based on our RWT expressions to recons
fluorophore source localization and strength.In vivo optical
imaging of the oral mucosa of the lip in SS patients will al
be performed along with studies of the binding of fluoresc
markers to the infiltrating lymphocytes in the diseased gla
and a variety of wash-in and wash-out techniques to ma
mize specific labeling of the infiltrating lymphocytes whi
minimizing nonspecific background. We are continuing
refine our system to achieve our main goal of using it cli
cally to detect and monitor Sjo”gren’s syndrome diseas
changes and, more generally, to determine applications
exogenous, specific molecular fluorescent labels for qua
tative noninvasivein vivo diagnosis.

m

FIG. 8. Comparison between the experimental~squares! and theoretical
~solid line! falloff of peak fluorescent intensities in the surface image w
increasing distance in thexy plane between the point of laser irradiation an
the fluorophores. The peak amplitude at 3.1 mm is set to one. The dep
the fluorophores is 3 mm.

FIG. 9. Comparison of measured normalized shapes of fluorescent emi
profiles for a mixture of rhodamine and scattering particles and a full pi
of rhodamine. Emission profiles for embedded fluorophore 5 mm deep a
mm from exciting laser.
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